
Adjectives  

  

Adjectives are words that are used to help describe or give description to 

people, places, and things (nouns).   

These descriptive words can help give information about size, shape, age, 

colour, origin, material, purpose, feelings, condition, and personality, or 

texture.  

Examples are:    Shape: round, circular, square, cubic  

Size: big, small, tiny, six-foot-tall  

Colour: red, yellow, orange, pink, teal, lavender  

Material: cotton, leather, stainless steel, glass, ...  

  

Monday  
  

Copy out the sentences below and underline the adjective. Example: 

1)  The soft bear.  
  

 

4) The pretty flower.  5) The white rabbit.  6) The happy girl.  

  

Choose the adjectives to finish the sentences.  

1. The man is ______________.   fat  or  hat  

2. She is a _________ girl.     pin  or  clever  

3. It is a ________ van.      mat  or  big  

4. The boy was very ________.    will  or  tall  

5. I have a _________  dog.         small     or  wall  
  

  

  

  



  

Tuesday  
  

Use these adjectives to fill in the sentences below. Copy them into your book. You 

do not need to do them in order, do the ones you know first.  
  

blue  tasty  ugly  tall  nice  

fast  naughty  fluffy  new  hot  
  

(1) It was a ______ dog.  

(2) I could see a _______ tree.  

(3) The sea was very ________.  

(4) I sat in front of the ______ fire.  

(5) I ate a ________ apple.  

(6) She was a very ______ person.  

(7) I saw an _______ monster.  

(8) I drove a _______ car.  

(9) I lost my _______ ring.  

(10) I was wearing my _______ jumper.  
  

  

Wednesday  
  

Copy these sentences and underline the adjectives (describing words)  
  

1. The little man carried the heavy box across the wide street.  

2. The red house stood at the bottom of the deep valley.  

3. The narrow road was long and the children were tired.  

4. The log burned brightly in the old fireplace.  

5. The young lady sat down on the soft, green cushion.  

6. The busy bee flew to the bright flowers to gather honey.  
  

  

Thursday  
  

Use these adjectives to fill in the sentences below.  
  

quiet  broken  clean  small  rich  
  

(1) A boy who has just had a bath is _________.  

(2) A man who has lots of money is _______  

(3) A child who makes no noise is _______  

(4) A mouse is very ________  



(5) A toy that doesn’t work anymore is ______  

Friday  
  

Copy this table into your book.  

  

colour  size  feelings  other  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Put these words into the correct places in the table:  

sticky  red  big  smelly  cold  

huge  jolly  large  blue  terrified  

white  tiny  fast  angry  purple  

small  happy  tall  sad  new  

sunny  old  fat      

  


